Proof. By Corollary 1.1 and the assumption T is abelian, T is in the center of its normalizer. The result follows from a well-known theorem of Burnside. We now investigate two families of solvable groups in @. THEOREM 
If Ge& and a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is cyclic then G = TK where K is an abelian normal subgroup of odd order and T = (joe) lυith a
2 = 1 and g a = g~~ι for all g e K.
Proof. As G has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup, G is solvable. By Corollary 1.2 G = TK, T = <α'> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and K is a normal subgroup of odd order. By the Note after Theorem 1.1, a 2 = 1. If a did not induce a fixed-point-free automorphism of K then C G (T) Π K3<1>, so N G (T)^ T, contradicting Corollary 1.1. Thus g -> g a is a fixed-point-free automorphism of K. It is known that if K has a fixed-point-free automorphism a of order 2 then a(k) -k~ι for all k £ K and hence K is abelian. THEOREM 1] y^s, 11 where the y i e G. We now exploit the fact that, since x a = x~ι and g a -g for all g e G = G^, g This concludes our investigation of solvable groups in @.
2. In § 1 we showed that if G e @ is a solvable group with an abelian Sylow 2-subgroup Γ then T has a normal complement in G. Of course, if G is super solvable then (by the Sylow Tower Theorem) T has a normal complement K, regardless whether T is abelian or G e @. If we assume that (ϊe@, where G is super solvable, then with the above notation we assert. THEOREM 
The Sylow 2-subgroup T is in @ ? and K and Φ(T) are contained in F(G).
Proof. That Te@ was remarked in [1] . Since G is supersolvable G (1) ^ F(G). Now GG6 implies G/G {1) e@ and since G/G (υ is abelian G/G ω is an elementary abelian 2-group. Thus Φ(T) ^ G (1) , and since (2, REMARK. If G e @ is supersolvable Theorem 2.1 implies G is a split extension of a nilpotent group if by a two-group T in @. If S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of F(G) then S<\G, so G/Se&. But by Theorem 2.1 G/S is isomorphic to a split extension ^iΓ of the nilpotent group K by an elementary abelian two-group E. Thus given a supersolvable G in @ there exists a supersolvable G* e @ such that Or, (G*) = O 2 /, (G) but G* has an elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroup. Now let G = TKe& be given, where G is supersolvable and T and ϋΓ are as above. Let P u •••, P r be the Sylow subgroups of K, so ϋΓ = P ί x x P r . If π* is the projection of iΓ onto P* let Hi = ker (TΓ,) . Then H { > G and (?/#< = ΓP*, a split extension of P, by T which is supersolvable and in @. We have now reduced the study of supersolvable groups in Θ to two questions:
(1) Given a 2-group T e @ and a p-group P (p an odd prime) find the split extensions TP of P by T which are supersolvable and in @.
( 2) Given split extensions TP ly , TP n of P r groups by T (where the Pi are distinct odd primes) which are supersolvable and in @, when is TP, A TP 2 A λ TP n e @ ? (For a definition [of the symbol A see [3] , Satz 9.11.)
The answer to (2) is not "Always." For example let
TP, = <x, y, a, by
where <x, y} is the non-abelian group of order 27 and exponent 3, ζa, by is the four-group, and (x, a) = x, (x, b) = 1, (y, a) = 1, (y, b) = y. Let TP 2 -(u, v, a, by where (u, vy is the nonabelian group of order 125 and exponent 5 with (u, a) = u> (u, b 
Then TP, and TP 2 are supersolvable and in @, but TP, A ΓP 2 ί @. The next theorem answers (1) when Γ and P are abelian. It may be used to show that for certain P no T exists such that TP e @. THEOREM 
If G -TK is a group in €5 such that K is abelian of odd order (K <] G) and T is an abelian two-group then T is elementary and we may pick a basis x

Proof. Since G/K~ T, Te&.
Being abelian T must be elementary. Since K is a finite Γ-group we may write K -K, x x K n where each K t is a T-indecomposable T-group. Now pick any 7 e T. Since 17 \ ^ 2 and K t is abelian of odd order, K t = I r x i^r where 7 r = {x e Ki I α; r = x" 1 } and i^r -{α; e K { \ x r = x) .
(For clearly K { :> I γ x F r . For any x e K { let z = xx r and w = x{x~ι) r . Observe that zeF r , we I r , and x 2 = zw. Since # 2 e / x F r and JBΓ^ has odd order, xel r x F 7 . Thus K t = / r x F r .) Since T is abelian and if* is a T-group, I r and F r are also T-groups. But Ki is T-indecomposable so I y -<1> or F r = <T>. This means that each 7 e T either inverts every element of Ki or fixes every element of K { . Hence in any decomposition of K { as a direct product of cyclic groups each direct factor is a T-group. As K 4 is T-indecomposable we conclude Ki is cyclic. Let K t = <&*>. Because GGS there exists ae T such that («!-•• a? n ) α = a Γ 1 ^n 1 . Hence x" = a?Γ ι for all i and thereforê α = x~ι for all x e K. Now let α, /3 L , , β m be a basis of T, where α is as above. We found that for an arbitrary 7 6 T and an arbitrary xe K^ x r = x or x r = x~ι. Hence for each j and i, x*s -x\, where ε = ±1.
Conversely, if G = TK is as in the conclusion of the theorem then g eG either has the form xl 1 x e n n (which is conjugated to its inverse by a) or the form 7&S; 1 x e n n , with 7 e T. In this case it is easy to see that g β = g~\ where β = ya.
As an example of how this theorem might be applied we shall show that if P = <α?, y\x* n~~ι = y* = 1, x y = α;
)>, where p is an odd prime and n ^ 3, then there is no two-group T and super solvable extension TP such that TPe&.
For suppose there were such a T, with TPe&.
We may assume, by previous remarks, that T is elementary abelian. Then TP/Φ(P) e @ and by the foregoing theorem there exists ae T such that respectively. This completes the proof that Ge@. Notice G satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 but the normal 2-complement K = <α, 6, c> is not nilpotent. In fact F(K) = K {1) .
